Small cell networks are seen as a promising technology for boosting the performance of future wireless networks. In this paper, we propose a novel context-aware user-cell association approach for small cell networks that exploits the information about the velocity and trajectory of the users while also taking into account their quality of service (QoS) requirements. We formulate the problem in the framework of matching theory with externalities in which the agents, namely users and small cell base stations (SCBSs), have strict interdependent preferences over the members of the opposite set. To solve the problem, we propose a novel algorithm that leads to a stable matching among the users and SCBSs. We show that the proposed approach can better balance the traffic among the cells while also satisfying the QoS of the users. Simulation results show that the proposed matching algorithm yields significant performance advantages relative to traditional context-unaware approaches.
INTRODUCTION
Present-day user equipments (UEs) and accompanying wireless services require significant wireless resources and often impose highly fluctuating traffic into cellular networks [1] [2] [3] . Recently, considerable attention has been devoted to the concept of small cell networks (SCNs) as a suitable and promising approach to cope with this unprecedented increase in wireless data traffic [4] . While the deployment of small cell networks carries considerable potential benefits, it requires meeting several new technical challenges such as interference management, network planning, and self-organization [5] .
In particular, one fundamental technical challenge in SCNs is that of user association [6] . Indeed, SCNs consist of different types of access points (femtocells, picocells, microcells) with different size, capacity, and capabilities. Hence, due to this heterogeneous nature of SCNs, applying traditional macro-cell oriented user-cell association (UCA) strategies to SCNs, may yield undesirable outcomes [7] . Thus, developing and designing new UCA strategies that are tailored to the specific nature of wireless SCNs is needed.
In [7] , a user association strategy is studied in SCNs which aims at balancing the load in SCNs by optimizing overall long-term rate. An adaptive UCA approach for the downlink of SCNs is proposed in [8] . This approach exploits different biasing factors in the received signal to noise ratio (SNR) of different tiers to fairly distribute the traffic among the cells. Simple UCA approaches compatible with the Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A), such as range expansion and cell-splitting are presented in [9] . The work in [10] proposes a decentralized UCA method for the downlink SCNs, which is based on an iterative scheme that exploits the feedback information of each individual user to enhance the network's quality of service (QoS). Other related works are found in [11] [12] [13] . These works focused on UCA approaches that rely on limited, conventional network information such as signal strength or channel state. However, by utilizing readily available additional information about different layers of network, such as the users' mobility pattern and the urgency of traffic each user imposes to the network, more efficient approaches for user association could be introduced, as proposed in this paper.
Here, we refer to such additional information as the users' context information. The works in [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] do not exploit context information; although the use of such context can improve the overall UCA performance. For instance, by knowing the traffic urgency of different users that are requesting network's resources, the network could better address the traffic by prioritizing the more urgent users and postponing the service to the less urgent ones [14] . We will show that by using such suitable context information, the network can better decide that which user should be serviced by which SCBS while also satisfying the QoS requirements of the users.
The main contribution of this paper is to develop a novel UCA scheme in the downlink of SCNs by exploiting a combination of new context information related to the users trajectory profile, their QoS demands, and the current load of each cell. The effects of context information on the UCA strategy are effectively modeled via well-designed utility functions. We formulate the UCA problem as a many-to-one matching game with externalities, in which the preferences of the players, i.e. users and SCBSs, are interdependent. Such interdependency which stems from the mutual interference, significantly changes the game properties as opposed to classical matching games [15] , [16] . To solve the proposed matching game, we propose a novel self-organizing algorithm that can dynamically update the preference lists in the presence of externalities and is able to reach to a stable matching between the users and their serving SCBSs. Simulation results assess the performance of the proposed approach and show that it yields noticeable performance gains relative to contextunaware approaches. To our best knowledge, although some works such as and [14] and [17] have explored application information for scheduling in conventional cellular networks, the combination of these three context information to optimize the problem of UCA in SCNs has not been investigated in the prior-art.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The system model is presented in Section 2. In Section 3, the problem of user-SCBS association is studied in the framework of matching theory with externalities and a novel algorithm for solving the game is proposed. Simulation results are provided in Section 4 and finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
SYSTEM MODEL
Consider the downlink of a two-tier wireless small cell network consisting of macrocells and picocells. Let M, P and N denote the set of M MBSs, the set of P pico base stations (PBSs), and the set of N users respectively. The wireless channel suffers form multipath Fig. 1 . The HF and coverage region slow fading. Each user follows a certain mobility path through the network and possesses its own, specific QoS demand. For each user, we associate a unique profile defined by three variables τ, θ, V representing the urgency of the service in use, the direction of its motion, and its velocity, respectively. Next, we study these parameters and we show how such information can improve the UCA strategies.
QoS requirement
Depending on their traffic patterns and service requirements, the users may have varying needs for the wireless resources. For example, a user engaged in live video streaming requires a high data rate and its QoS vitally depends on the delivery time. In contrast, a file-downloading application is not too susceptible to delay. Contextunaware UCA approaches, do not prioritize the users based on their QoS needs [17] ; however, as we will see, considering the data urgency could help maintaining higher average QoS for the users.
The quality of experience (QoE) for each user can be defined as a decreasing function of delivery time. The abruptness of QoE drop over time depends on the data urgency, i.e. the more urgent data, the more rapid fall of QoE as time elapses. Some suggestions to quantitatively model such behavior are presented in [14] and [17] . We assume that the quality of experience (QoE) of each user n ∈ N , varies with the delivery time as follows:
where τn is the urgency coefficient, which accounts for the urgency of the data. The smaller is τn, the more urgent is the data in use. Indeed, this function effectively captures the QoE variations over time, as described before.
Trajectory and handover failure probability
Users travel through the network and active communication sessions must be transferred among the cells. Thus, the users' mobility can lead to a number of handover (HO) processes within the SCN. To guarantee the QoS, the network should avoid risky HOs that may lead to a signal loss or erroneous communication. A handover fails when the received SINR drops under a certain threshold [18] . Without loss of generality, we assume circular coverage area for tractability. Fig. 2 .1 shows the handover scenario under consideration. We consider two picocells in the vicinity of each other and assume that a user is traveling through these two cells. Here, we study the probability of handover failure (HF) considering some context information such as the users' speed and trajectory. When a users enters a cell, the total possible time of interaction tT could be computed as:
where D, as shown in Fig. 1 , represents the distance covered by a user when passing through the coverage area of the cell and V is its average speed. Hereinafter, we assume that V is small and that the users have low to medium mobility. A successful HO process needs a certain preparation time of duration Tp before it could be initiated. Thus, based on the values of tT and Tp, there are two different scenarios: If tT > Tp, the user is considered as a candidate to be served; otherwise, no HO would be initiated.
Here, D = 2Rcos(θ) represents the chord of the coverage circle, where R is the radius of the coverage circle and θ is considered to be the angle of trajectory. Since the directions which the user takes into the picocell are equally likely, θ is a random variable uniformly distributed between −90 • and +90 • . Therefore, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of D could be derived as:
(3) When the path is the tangent of the HF circle (with the radius r), D is equal to 2 √ R 2 − r 2 . HF occurs when the MUE's path intersects the circle of HF failure, thus the probability of HF is:
From (3), it can be seen that the HO process becomes more reliable as r becomes smaller relatively to R. The ratio of r to R varies for each cell and so, the different cells guarantee different levels of reliability in HO process. Now, assume that a user exits from the picocell p1 and enters another picocell p2. A successful handover could be initiated as soon as the user leaves p1 and must be terminated before the user's distance from p1 exceeds r ′ 1 > R1 and also before it runs into the p2 to the level of r2. Let O and O ′ represent the centers of p1 and p2 respectively, then OO ′ is the distance between the two PBSs. So, the following conditions determine the possible initiation of HO:
, then a HO could be initiated. The probability of error in in the second case can be given by:
Given the defined context information, in the next section, we formulate the UCA problem as a one-to-many matching game.
CELL ASSOCIATION AS A MATCHING GAME WITH EXTERNALITIES
Context aware UCA problem has a striking analogy to the problem of college admission studied in matching theory literature such as [19] , [20] . Here, we formulate the UCA problem in the matching theory framework. Consider the set N = {n1, n2, ..., nN } of all N users and let P = {p1, p2, ...pP } be the set of P SCBSs. The outcome of the UCA problem is a matching between two sets N and P which is defined as follows:
Definition 1 A matching µ is a function from N ∪ P to 2 N ∪P such that ∀n ∈ N and ∀p ∈ P: (i) µ(n) ∈ P ∪ ∅ and |µ(n)| ≤ 1, (ii) µ(p) ∈ 2 N and |µ(p)| ≤ qp where qp is the quota of p, and (iii) µ(n) = p if and only if n is in µ(p).
The users who are not assigned to any member of P, will be assigned to the nearest MBS. Members of N and P must have strict, reflexive and transitive preferences over the agents in the opposite set [20] . In the next subsections, exploiting the context information we introduce some properly-defined utility functions (UFs) to effectively capture the preferences of each set.
Users' preferences
Users demand for reliable and high quality communication. Therefore, they prefer the SCBSs which can guarantee the safety of communication during the handover and are able to deliver the data in an acceptable time.
To guarantee a reliable communication, the HO could be initiated only if the HF probability is less than an acceptable threshold. For example, let the threshold be Pr(HF ) < 5%, then the next cell must hold this condition: rm R ≤ 0.08. If the cell does not satisfy this condition, then, it would be unacceptable to the user. When the HF probability is small enough, (3) could be simplified using Maclaurin series expansion to a linear relationship, i.e. P r(HF ) ≃ 2rm πR , which can be used directly as metric of the handover reliability.
Moreover, the users seek to optimize their transmission rate which depends on the current cell load and the interference caused by the neighbor SCNs. Therefore, the rate of transmission is a function of current matching µ. We define the rate over load for all user-SCBS pairs as:
Where Kj is the total users being served by SCBS j, Pj is the power of SCBS j, and cij represents the channel coefficient between user i and SCBS j. σ 2 is the power of additive noise. We define the following utility that user i gains if admitted by SCBS j:
It is seen that the users prefer lightly-loaded SCBSs to maximize their utility. This utility function could help to offload the heavilyloaded cells by pushing the users to more lightly-loaded cells. (7) also captures the user's natural objective to maximize its transmission rate. Using (7), the users can rank the SCBSs in their vicinity based on the defined utility.
Small cells' preferences
The main goal of SCBSs is to increase the network-wide capacity by offloading traffic from the MBSs while providing satisfactory QoS for the users. Each SCBS p could serve a limited number of users, called quota qp. Assume that user n enters the coverage area of small cell p and requests to be serviced by p. The cell would only consider the users who meet the following condition:
where Tp represents the required preparation time of SCBS p. By prioritizing the users coming from congested cells, the SCBSs could offload the heavily-loaded cells. On the one hand, each candidate user is carrying a potential utility as a function of the pervious cell p ′ ' load, i.e. f (
. This utility depends on the current matching which determines the number of users in neighboring cells. On the other hand, SCBS p would also prioritize the candidate users based on their QoS guarantee requirement defined in (1) . We define the following utility that each SCBS p obtains by serving an acceptable UE n:
The first term in (9) accounts for the offloading concept, and the second term is the utility achieved by the SCBS p for its service to a specific application. Indeed, the small cell p gains more utility by giving service to the users having more urgent data. From (7) and (9), we can see that the utilities depend on the current matching µ and consequently, the preferences of agents are interdependent. Therefore, the preferences of players are not solely based on individuals, but some externalities affect the preferences and matching as well [21] . Let Ψ(N , P) be the set of matchings.
Definition 2
The preference relation ≻n of the user n ∈ N over the set Ψ(N , P) is a function that compare two matchings µ, µ ′ ∈ Ψ such that: The preference relation for the SCBSs ≻p is defined similarly. Users and SCBSs rank the members of the opposite set based on the defined preference relations. Our purpose is to match the users to the small cells so that the preferences of both side be satisfied as much as possible; thereby the network-wide efficiency would be optimized.
To solve a matching game, one suitable concept is that of a stable matching. In a matching game with externalities, stability has different definitions based on the application. Here, we consider the following notion of stability in the problems with externalities [20] :
Definition 3 A matching µ is blocked by coalition of the users n and the SCBS p if there exists µ ′ ∈ Ψ so that µ ′ (n) ≻n µ(n) and µ ′ (p) ≻p µ(p). A many to one matching is stable if it is not blocked by any coalition of users and SCBSs.
In the next section, an efficient algorithm for solving the game is presented, which reaches to a stable matching between users and small cells.
Proposed Algorithm
The deferred acceptance algorithm, introduced in [19] , is a wellknown approach to solving the standard matching games. However, in our game, the preferences of agents as shown in (7) and (9), depend on externalities through the entire matching, unlike classical matching problems in which preferences are static and independent of the matching. Therefore, the classical approaches such as the deferred acceptance cannot be used here because of the presence of externalities [20] , [21] . To solve the formulated game, we propose a novel algorithm shown in Table I . Suppose that all the users are initially associated to the nearest MBS. Each user sends its profile information (V , α, τ ) to the neighboring SCBSs. Each SCBS, on the other side, only keeps the users satisfying (8) and ranks them based on their utilities (9) . Upon ranking the acceptable UEs, the SCBS feeds back the awaiting users with its own context information including its rate over load defined in (6) and its corresponding coverage and HF circle radii R and r.
Each user makes a ranking list of the available SCBSs and applies to the most preferred one of them. The SCBSs rank the applicants and keep the most preferred ones up to their quota and reject the others. The users who have been rejected in the former phase, would apply to their next favorite SCBS and the SCBSs modify their waiting list accordingly. This procedure continues until all the users assigned to a waiting list.
However, since the preferences depend on the current matching µ, an iterative approach should be employed. In each step, the utilities would be updated based on the current matching. Once the utilities are updated, the preference lists would be updated accordingly as well. Therefore, in each iteration, a new temporal matching arises and based on this matching, the interdependent utilities are updated as well. The algorithm initiates the next iteration based on the modified preferences. The iterations run on until two subsequent temporal matchings are the same and algorithm converges.
The proposed algorithm will lead to a stable matching when it converges. Indeed, the deferred acceptance in stage II would not converge if the matching is not stable [19] . Hence, by contradiction, whenever the algorithm converges, the matching would be stable.
SIMULATION RESULTS
For our simulations, we consider a single MBS with radius 1 km and overlaid by P uniformly deployed picocells. The small cells' quota is supposed to be a typical value q =4 for all SCBSs [22] . The channels suffer a Rayleigh fading with parameter σ = 2. Noise level is assumed to be σ 2 = −121 dBm and the minimum acceptable SINR for the UEs is 9.56 dB [23] . There are N users distributed uniformly in the network. The QoS parameter τn in (1) is chosen randomly from the interval [0.5,5] ms. The users have low mobility and can be assumed approximately static during the process time required for a matching. All the statistical results are averaged by 1000+ runs over random location of users and SCBSs, the channel fading coefficients, and other random parameters.
The performance is compared with the max-SINR algorithm which is a well-known context-unaware approach exploited in wireless cellular networks for the UCA. In this approach, each user is associated to the SCBS providing the strongest SINR. Fig. 2 shows the average utility per user as a function of the number of SCBSs for N = 60 users. As the number of SCBSs increases, the average load in each cell decreases. Consequently, the available resources for each user would increase. However, increas- ing the number of SCBSs leads to an increase in the interference between the neighboring cells and, consequently decreases the rate. Hence, as shown Fig. 2 , the average utility per user is a decreasing function with respect to the number of SCBSs. We can also see that, when the number of SCBSs exceeds 30, the slope of the curves becomes less steep due to the fact that the matchings would not be affected by these increments as much as before. Indeed, beyond this point, there are enough SCBSs to serve all the users and deploying more SCBSs will not change the current matching dramatically. Fig. 2 demonstrates that the proposed context-aware approach has a considerable performance advantage compared to the max-SINR approach. This performance advantage reaches up to 20.4% gain over to max-SINR criterion for a network with 30 SCBSs. Fig. 3 shows the average utility achieved by each SCBS as a function of the number of users for P = 20 SCBSs. As the number of users N increases, the network becomes more congested, and the probability that a new user who applies for an SCBS is coming from a congested BS increases. Therefore, it is more likely for the SCBSs to gain more utility by offloading the network. However, when the network is considerably congested, the new users that arrive to the network would be mostly assigned to the MBS, since many of SCBSs are already servicing their maximum capacity. In this respect, Fig. 3 shows that, once the number of users exceeds 80, the average utility of SCBSs remains constant. The proposed algorithm achieves up to 24.9% gain over the Max-SINR approach when the number of users is 50. Fig. 4 shows the average number of required iterations per user required for the algorithm to converge to a stable matching for two different network sizes, as the number of users varies. In this figure, we can see that the number of algorithm iterations is an increasing function of the number of users and the number of SCBSs. Fig. 4 shows that the average number of iterations varies from 1.09 and 1.1 at N = 3 to 5 and 8.6 at N = 70, for the cases of 10 SCBSs and 20 SCBSs, respectively. Clearly, Fig. 4 demonstrates that the proposed algorithm converges in a reasonable number of iterations.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a new context-aware user association algorithm for the downlink of the small cell networks. By introducing well-designed utility functions, our approach accounts for the trajectory and speed of the users as well as for their heterogeneous QoS requirements. We have modeled the problem as a many-to-one matching game with externalities, where the preferences of the players are interdependent and contingent on the current matching. To solve the game, we have proposed a novel algorithm that converges to a stable matching in a reasonable number of iterations. Simulation results have shown that the proposed approach yields considerable gains compared to max-SINR approach.
